
Bible Heroes
Modern day Tentmakers
We still have tentmakers today.
Fill in the chart below to help us identify tentmakers from the people in your church.

Priscilla and Aquila’s story is all muddled up, read chapter 18 (1-4, 18-21, 26-26) and put them in order

Priscilla has sent Aquila to find the 10 missing tent pegs, but he only found 1 - can you help him find the other 9?
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Priscilla, Aquila & Paul
Tentmakers spreading the Gospel

Instructions Cut out the background round the edges
Cut out the tent trim,

(you don’t need to be too exact with the curves)
Use a standard hole punch to make holes where the circles indicate

Cut a piece of thread about 50cm long
Fold the thread in half and tape the two ends together.

Use a loop knot start and then sew on the trim.
Use another piece of tape to secure the thread on the back,

or try threading again to make a different pattern.
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Spot the Differences for Paul and His Friends Taught About Jesus
Compare the picture on the top with the picture on bottom. Circle the 15 things that are different.





fathers of the Bible
Who am I? Trace the lines to discover who these Bible fathers are!
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"I had a son,
Isaac, when I

was 100
years old." 

Abraham

"I obeyed
God, built an

ark and saved
my family" 

"I saved gold
and jewels to
help my son,

Solomon,
build the
temple." 

"I was the first
human father
- I had sons

including Cain
and Abel." 

Adam

noah

king

david

Can you find the names of the Bible fathers in this puzzle?

adam

abraham

david

jacob

noah

isaac

job

solomon

zacharias

aaron


